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On Solving Weakly Singular Volterra Equations

of the First Kind with Galerkin Approximations

By John M. Bownds

Abstract.    The basic linear, Volterra integral equation of the first kind with a

weakly singular kernel is solved via a Galerkin approximation.   It is shown that the

approximate solution is a sum with the first term being the solution of Abel's equa-

tion and the remaining terms computable as components of the solution of an initial-

value problem.   The method represents a significant decrease in the normal number of

computations required to solve the integral equation.

The principal goal here is to show that under typical assumptions on k and / the

first kind integral equation

(0 /(x) =/*/c(x, t)(x-tyau(t)dt,      0<x<l,0<a< 1,

can be efficiently solved numerically by using a Galerkin approximation which, essen-

tiaUy, converts the equation into an initial-value problem and approximates the solu-

tion as a perturbation of the solution of the classical Abel equation (k = 1).  This

method, because of the associated significant decrease in computations, relative to

other numerical methods, can have the advantage of greater computational speed but

the disadvantage of possible increased error.  The references supporting these initial

comments are found in specific context below.

We assume the usual conditions which imply that (I) has a unique, continuous

solution on [0, 1 ], namely that k(x, t), bk(x, r)/9x, and f'(x) are continuous on their

respective domains, and k(x, x) =£ 0 for any x G [0, 1] ; see [1], [2]. Without loss,

we take »c(x, r) = 0 if x < t.   This existence theory essentially uses the fact that under

these assumptions, (I) is convertible to an equation of the second kind.  If k(x, x)

= 0 for some x but 9p/c(x, x)/dxp never vanishes for some p > 0, then certain obvious

modifications produce the same existence and uniqueness result, the point being that

(I) is still converted to a second kind equation to which the usual fixed point methods

can be applied.  We assume that /(0) = 0 and note here that, unfortunately, the

smoothness assumption on / is troublesome for some applications involving discrete

data; however, this is the same objection which arises with the original Abel inversion

of (I) when k = 1.  See [3] for a modification of the usual inversion which does not

explicitly involve /'.  The equivalent second kind equation is as follows.

Lemma.   Under the above assumptions on k and f, Eq. (I) is equivalent to the

second kind equation
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(i,)    "« - ^[K<* -i)a_1/(r)^ +S>^ f^4

vv/zere

(1) K(x, 0 = -/^ (1 - w)a-1w1-akx(t + [x- t]w, t)dw;

here kx denotes differentiation of k with respect to its first argument. Equivalence,

of course, means the two equations have the same solutions on [0, 1]. This conver-

sion is fairly routine and the actual details are not repeated here.

The approach here is to look for a solution of (I) in the form of a certain sum,

the first term of which is the solution of Abel's equation (k = 1) given by the usual

inversion.  The remaining portion of the proposed solution is formed by solving an

initial-value problem; this can represent a major economy due to the excessive number

of kernel evaluations (0(N )), where N is the number of tabulations of the solutions

encountered in the methods of [1], [4], [5], [14].  This approach has been taken

previously in [6], [7] where the main results center on a study of the trade-off be-

tween kernel approximation methods, accuracy, and number of computations required

to solve second kind Volterra equations with continuous kernels. A generalization of

the basic conversion to initial-value problems in [6]—[8] to include Fredholm equa-

tions of the second kind is accomplished in [9], again for continuous kernels.

Let {<¡>j}T=í be a complete, continuous, orthonormal system in I2(0, 1).  We

seek an approximate solution of (I) of the form

(2)       --« - ^)iS> - t)a~^t)dt + i #*/»•

where the functions y.- aie to be selected in such a way that the error given by

(3) 5„(x) = un(x) - |^[|j> - tT-lfit)dt + /; K(x, t)un(t)dt] ,

with K as in (1), is orthogonal to the first zz basis functions.

Theorem 1.   With the present assumptions, if co\(yx, y2,. . . , yn) satisfies

the initial-value problem,

(4) yfa) = 1>jix)uHix),      0<x<l,      ^(0) = 0,

where

sin TTtt fi f^
(5)^.(x) =-—j0]0 0,(s)(/:(s, sT^l-wr^w'-^Ax + [s-x]w,x)dwds

and <pj, un are as above, then (5n, <¡>¡> - 0 for 1 < / < w; kt again denotes differentia-

tion of k(x, t) with respect to x.

Thus, un is a Galerkin approximation to the solution of (4) provided (4) holds.

For linear Fredholm equations of the second kind, the ySs are constants; and the meth-

od is then also referred to as the "method of moments" [10].  Also, in analogy with

the classical, linear Fredholm theory [10], [11], Eq. (5) gives the ;'th coefficient in the

Fourier approximation
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K(x, t) sin 7T0!        ¿      . . , , -

where zV is given by (1).  Since this Fourier approximation to K is not necessarily most

efficient for actually computing the solution of (I), we will prove Theorem 1 as a cor-

ollary of the following where we are not as specific about the particular form of the

approximation.  The theoretical expense is that (5n, (j>¡) is not zero but, rather, a mea-

sure of the deviation of the coefficient ¡Mx) in (6) below from the above Fourier co-

efficient.

Let K(x, f) be given by (1) and assume

(6> *(X)SX)™ =   É *&&& + en(x, t),        0 < t < X < 1,
'    ' j=l

where \jj-, j = 1, 2, . . , zz, are continuous on [0, 1].  Notice that since k(x, t) = 0 if

x < t, (1) implies K(x, t) also vanishes there.  We assume that both terms on the right-

hand side of (6) vanish for x < t.

Theorem 2.   Let un be given by (2) where eo\(yx, y2, . . . , yn) satisfies (4)

with tyj replaced by ty, j = 1,2, ..., n.   Then

(?) <&„, tf>,> = /JE,{t)un{t)dt,       1 < / < zz,

where

P/A    -TV,     sin na f i 0|fr)*(*. t)
E,it) = m - —j0 -^—^dx,   o<t<i.

Evidently, one might reasonably expect that the approximation used in (6) may

produce a better approximate solution to (1) if the magnitude of the right-hand side

of (7) is as small as possible.  Of course, computationally this may not be particularly

easy to verify but it does pose an interesting variational problem.  In any case, as we

will now see, if e„ in (6) is uniformly small, then un is near the actual solution; and

so, un is bounded.  Also, we record here that 5n is equivalent to the absolute error

(|zz - un\) induced by an approximation.  We remark here that if en =0 (exact de-

composition), then it is easy to see that un = u, this being true without orthonormal -

ity requirements for <px, <¡>2, . . . ,<¡>n.

Theorem 3.  Let un, 8n, and en be as in (2), (3), and (6) respectively; let ||-||

denote the usual sup norm on [0, 1].   Then

(i)   \\u - w„|| -^0» ||6„|| —► 0 as n —> °°, and

(ii)  HeJI -»• 0 =* ||u - «„II -»■ 0 as n -► <»;

here ||e„|| = sup{|e„(x, f)|; 0 < t <x < 1}.

Regarding an estimate on how large the combined truncation and approximation

error might be, at worst, since (I) is equivalent to a second kind integral equation,

rough a priori error estimates are fairly easy to obtain.  Also, however, since the equa-

tion is linear, the error due to the approximation (6) can be found with increasing pre-

cision by iteration.  These two statements form the content of Theorems 4 and 5.

Theorem 4.   Let K be given by (1) azz<i approximated as in (6). Assume (I) is
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to be solved at the points xk = kh, k = I, . . . ,N, x0 = 0,xn = I, by computing

un(xk) = uk using (2), where colfj'j, y2, . . . , yn) solves (4) with the Fourier co-

efficient \¡jj replaced by íi¡.  If (4) is numerically solved with a method which produces

a truncation error not exceeding ak at xk, then the combined error due to the approxi-

mation in (6) and this truncation error satisfy

(8) e(xk) = \u(xk) -uk\ = 0(\\en\\) + ak    as \\en\\ — 0.

We note here that this estimate does not include the indicated quadrature in (2).

Theorem 5.   ¿ef v(x) = v0(x) denote the solution of the approximating equa-

tion

(9)     *x) = is&T) iS> - tT~lmdt+¡¡t^W"®*

0 < x < 1, and let u(x) denote the solution of (I).   77zezz for m~>2,

m-l

(1°) u(x) -v(x)=Z vjix) + rm(x),      0 < x < 1,

7=1

and

n

íj/x) = /¡.(x) + I^h/4

y'liix)=ï>l(x)\fj(x)+    f   <¡>m(x)ymj(x)\,
L m = l J

y,j(0)= 0,      / = 1,2,. . . ,zz;/= 1,2, . . . ,zzz-l,

#*) = So e^x' f) vI-i W *•      7 = 1, 2,. .. , m - L

and \\rm\\ = 0(C" 2¡sJ(m - 2)\ ) as m —* °°; the constant C is the L2 norm of

sin ira K(x, t) r      .      r      ,
— kÄxW)   on[0'l] x[0'1]-

We take note of the obvious fact that (10) supplies an infinite series for u(x).

The point here is that the above Galerkin approximation is really just the first term in

this particular series, and we can refine the approximation by iteration if we desire.

The proofs of Theorems 4 and 5 are supplied in abbreviated form below due to

the fact that they have been given elsewhere [6], [7].  Before getting to the details of

the first three theorems, we reconsider the approximation (6).

Regarding practical considerations for performing the above calculations, the par-

ticular approach taken in a given problem will depend on the properties of the original

kernel k.  It may, for example, be appropriate to use \p-, given by (5), in the kernel

approximation (6).  In this case, a reasonable outline might be to compute i//.(x) using

Gaussian quadrature as

*/*) = J0 Z Hiki(x + V--x]w„ x)<pß)d^,
1=1
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where w¡, H¡, i = 1, 2, . . . , L, are zeros and weights associated with the Jacobi poly-

nomials [12].  This takes advantage of the particular form of the right-hand side of

(5) in a manner already suggested for Abel's equation in [3].  The remaining integral

above could, of course, be found using another appropriate quadrature rule, but this

would be appropriate only if the total number of evaluations of the function kx can

be kept much smaller than TV2, where N is the number of solution tabulation points.

The advantage seems to be that Ôn is orthogonal to the first zz functions of the system

Alternately, it might be advisable to surrender the insistence that (6) be a Fou-

rier approximation and simply approximate the function kx(x, y) with a two-dimension-

al interpolating polynomial.  This approach was used in [6] with reasonable success on

smooth equations of the second kind.  If this function is approximated by any poly-

nomial as

n

kx{x,y)x   Z  aijx'y'
Í + 7-0

then, by (1),

K{x,t)^-fl0{l-wr-1wl-a   Z   oiiJz(ll){wx)'[t{\-w)]i-'t'dw,
1+7 = 0 Z=0

which is just a polynomial with coefficients which are products of beta functions and

a's.  The error committed in this interpolation is given in [6].

Next, we note that if the kernel in the original equation (I) has a derivative kx

which decomposes exactly, then the above approximation work is unnecessary. We

can, in this case find the solution simply by solving a system like (4) and using (2),

which is then an exact equation for the solution.  This case will produce a very accur-

ate, fast method for solving (I).

Before showing specific examples, it is noted that all the above development

uses a > 0.   Of course, if a = 0, then the original integral equation has no singularity;

and the above assumptions on k easily imply that (I) is equivalent to the equation

I  ^ fix) (xkxjX,t)

and the above results take a much simpler form.

For examples of the above conversion to an initial-value problem, use will be

made of examples appearing elsewhere in the Uterature.  The resulting initial-value

problems below may, of course, be solved with any number of well-known methods.

After some further work on appropriate approximations, the author intends to investi-

gate more complicated and relevant numerical examples in the context of Brownian

motion processes as in [5].

Example [14].  The equation

(| 4 f x4)x = /* (± + x4 - r4) u{t) dt,      0 < x < 1,

(exact solution: u(x) = 1), is of the above form with the simplification that a = 0.  In
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this case the equivalent second kind equation is

and so,

where

u{x) = 1 + 8x4 - 8x3j*u{t)dt;

u(x) = 1 + 8x4 - &x3y(x),

y'(x) = u(x) = 1 + 8x4- Sx3y(x),     y(0) = 0.

Example [4].  The equation

(l + |x2 j x = ¡o (1 + xt){x - tyVlu{t)dt,      0 <x < 1,

(exact solution: u{x) = 2\Jx¡ii), is of the required form for the above lemma, and the

equivalent second kind equation is

U{X) = <KX) - K1  l^ySo(K 0  - »rlW2tdw) U(t)dt,

where

*ix) = J^pj (|/oO - vvV"1/2 dw + f x2Sl (1 - w)3w~^2 dw)

__6y£_/l +2  a\
-zr(l+x2)V3 +SX )■

Equation (1) in the above lemma is, in this case, of the form

*<*' r) * - rrtTT^j io (1 - Wrl/2wl/2 dW = - ^^(1 + x2Th,

where B denotes the usual beta function. Hence, since 5(1/2, 3/2) = zr/2, it is true that

K{x, t) = -lA{\ + x2)~1t, which is exactly decomposable.  In accordance with the

remark immediately preceding Theorem 3, we have u(x) = $(x) - %{\ + x2)y{x),

where

y'{x) = ($(x) - tf(1 + x2r1y(x))x,      y(0) = 0.

Example [4].  The equation

{2nx)^l2 exP(^f)

= /* (2rrr! /2(x - ty1'2 exp (- \{x - t)) «(f) dt,      0 < x < 1,

[exact solution:

*>-W'! («"f ¿«' +*>')(H + «"(-2-¿('-')2)(; + 1))}
when converted to a second kind equation becomes
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+ ¿Jo*(Jo'e*p[- 5<* - ')](' - »)-'"»'"*)*)*.

In this case, the kernel is

K(x, Í) = £ e-(»/2)(*-0(1 _ „)-t/îul/2 dVj

which requires some approximation.  Notice that this integral can be expressed in

terms of a confluent hypergeometric function with argument -l/i(x - t); in fact, it is

only a short exercise to show that

K(x, t) = \M(^,2,-\(x-t)Sj,

where M is Kummer's function, given by

M(a, b,z)=Z !tt 4>        H = <a + IXa + 2) .-.(«+/- 1),    (a\ « 1;
j=oib)ji-

see [15, p. 504].  So, the kernel can be written as

z\=o '

where

(3/2)/-1/2)'
7/ (2),/!      '

and this can be written as

^o=f|/t|^(/>-i)/'')+e^i)-

If we now express xz as a Unear combination of / orthogonal functions 4>x, . . . , 0; on

[0, 1] (such as, for example, shifted Legendre polynomials), then we obtain

Kix, t) = | t É «***(*) ¿ T/íí)^ + enix, t)
L 1=0 k = 0 j=l      \V

= | I «***(*) Z t7¡(Í)(-tr'~,+ en{x, t),
"■ k = 0 l=kj=l     V'

for which in applying Theorem 2, we may take

0/x) = fcy/x)    and    fyt)=±   ¿TM(?Vir'.
Z Z=/   m = Z        V /

In this case, the approximate solution in Eq. (2) is therefore given by

"«« » \ I/o C* - tr1'2^'2 exp (&+£-) * + t ifttoftO,
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where

y'jix) = jj{x)un(x),     yfiO) = 0.

To compute the indicated differentiated integral in this expression, it is probably best

to proceed as in [3] and compute

d:Sx0ix-tr^r^exP(^f)dt
dx-

»fr-«p^Hf^'T"'")}1=1

where f(x) = x"1/2 exp(l + x)2/-2x and where the indicated sum 1 to N represents

the Gaussian quadrature of the integral

S01[f{x)-f{x[l-u])]u-3l2du;

the quantities u¡ and H¡ are the respective zeros and weights associated with a special

version of the Jacobi polynomials.   Reference [3] not only contains the details for

the quadrature but also lists values for u¡ and H¡ in an appendix.

Proof of Theorem 2.  Since by the lemma, (I) is equivalent to (II), we use (II)

to calculate in the following way.

-^SÏKix.tKit^^xydx

= Sl\L<¡>jix)y,{x) - SI(Zïjixyïïjit) + en{x, f))u„(f)df) 4>r(x)dx

= /o ( T. «/(*) (yfix) - ¡o fy'Kíf) A) - SI en(x. t)un{t) dtj 0,(x) dx.

But, by (4),

yfx) =So ¥jit)un{t) dt,      0 < x < 1 ;

and so, using (6), we have

<«- *i> = -Jo' *«(*) (fo [^I'k^x)01 - i 1>j(x)m]unit)dt) dx

r11 n <t>i{x)K{x, t) sin ttcv ri n _    \

= "Jo (J,        nk(x, x)      " * - it W £**>* ^)) "«(')*■

Now, because all three terms in (6) are zero when x < t, this can be written as

,.     ..        fi/sin rrcv fi «rW^O T     \

where we have used the orthonormality of the 0's and the assumption that 1 < ¡* < zz.

This completes the proof; Theorem 1 follows as a corollary in a straightforward fashion

recalling (1).
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Proof of Theorem 3.  If f¡ and K¡ are continuous, and

wtix) = ffx) + fo Ux> Ow,<í) dt,      i = 1, 2,

then if \Kx{x, t) - K2(x, f)|< e for all 0 < f <x < 1, it follows that

IIw, -w2||<(||/, -f2\\+e\\w2\\)exp{\\Kx\\),

where \\KX\\ is the maximum of Kx(x, t) on 0 < t <x < 1.  This follows from an ele-

mentary application of Gronwall's inequality or any number of treatises on Volterra

equations; see [13].  Now, the assumptions on K are sufficient to deduce from (3),

that ||ô J| —► 0 if un —> u uniformly in view of (II).  On the other hand, if we take

Sin TTOL       fJ   ex

f¿x) = 7rifc(x7xT¿ Jo (* - 'VVW*.      Uix) = 5„(x) +/1(x),

and Kx = K2 = K, we see from the above comparison lemma that \\u - m„|| <

||5n||exp(||A]|), from which the converse follows, and so (i) is proved.

For (ii), taking fl as above, f2 =fl,

j.   ,       . Sin 7TCV    ,.,       v

^(;C'í) = zrfc(x^)^'f)'

and

K2{x, t) = ZtyixWjit),      0</<x,
7=1

the above inequality impUes that

IlM-uJKlIeJIexpaitfJ),

from which the result follows immediately.  The proofs of Theorems 4 and 5 are

given in [6], [7] ; however, since these references are not yet in print, they will be at

least sketched here.

Proof of Theorem 4.   If v(xk) denotes the exact solution at xk of the approxima-

ting equation (9), then ûk is the numerical approximation of v(xk).  This follows from

the representation theorem in [6], [7] which, basically, asserts that if the kernel in a

Volterra equation is of the form in (9), then the exact solution is of the form given in

(2); no approximation is needed.  (We are, as mentioned above, not considering the

error involved in the indicated quadrature in (2).)    Then, writing

e(xfc) = \u{xk) ~ûk\< \u{xk) - v{xk)\ + \v{xk) - uk\,

the result easily follows using Gronwall's inequality together with other routine estimates.

Proof of Theorem 5.   Let u(x) and v(x) solve (II) and therefore (I) and (9), re-

spectively.  Then

uix) - iAx) = J"* k(x, t)(u(t) - v{t))dt + ¡o e»(*> 0*0*.

where

K(x ñ = siriTrairfr, f)
' 7T/C(X, X)
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Letting rx(x) = u(x) - v(x), we see that rx satisfies the original Eq. (II) with

Sin 7TÛÎ     d    Cx , sa-lrr ^   ,

replaced by

flix)=SX0eHix,tyjit)dt.

Proceeding in this fashion, defining rm(x) = rm_x{x) - vm_x{x), and f¡, v¡ as in the

theorem, it is reasonably straightforward to establish (10).

To complete the proof, we note that for m > 2,

fmix)=Sl€niXf 0[/m-i(0 + t *#>*.«-!«]*•

from which it can be shown that

fm(x)=Sx0six,tym_1{t)dt

for a certain continuous function 5.   But this defines a sequence of Picard iterates for

the equation

g{x) = S0XS{x, t)git)dt,

which, by the continuity of S, has only g = 0 as solution.  Thus fm —> 0 uniformly.

Then, since rm satisfies

rmix)=fmix)+S¡K{x,t)rm{t)dt,

it follows that rm —► 0 uniformly, this again making use of the usual Gronwall or com-

parison lemma.  To see that rm actually satisfies the indicated estimate requires an

adaption of an argument found in [11, p. 12] ; the main details of this adaption are in

[6].
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